FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sonnee Stallman Weedn Named Alpha Gamma Delta Distinguished Citizen

[INDIANAPOLIS, July 12, 2018]— Dr. Sonnee Stallman Weedn, Ph.D., was one of three members of Alpha Gamma Delta International Fraternity named a Distinguished Citizen at Alpha Gamma Delta’s 50th International Convention, June 28–30, at the Marriott Rivercenter in San Antonio, Texas. More than 800 Alpha Gamma Delta collegiate and alumnae members were in attendance.

Weedn, a resident of Novato, California, was selected as an Alpha Gamma Delta Distinguished Citizen in the field of science. She is a clinical and forensic psychologist, an award-winning author and has served on multiple national, advisory and committee boards. She was initiated into the Delta Alpha Chapter of Alpha Gamma Delta at University of Southern California, where she also pursued her graduate studies. Weedn is a wearer of the Arc of Epsilon Pi, another of Alpha Gamma Delta’s highest honors.

The Distinguished Citizen Award is presented to Alpha Gamma Delta alumnae who have made exceptional and outstanding contributions in their professions or in civic, organizational, cultural or charitable work. Alpha Gamma Delta was one of the first fraternity/sorority groups to honor alumnae in this way by establishing the Distinguished Citizen Award.

To learn more about Weedn’s accomplishments and contributions to Alpha Gamma Delta, her award presentation video may be viewed here.

###

About Alpha Gamma Delta

Alpha Gamma Delta is an international women’s fraternity that promotes academic excellence, philanthropic giving, ongoing leadership, personal development and—above all—a spirit of loving sisterhood. Guided by our Purpose, members of Alpha Gamma Delta strive to improve their lives, the lives of those around them and the communities in which they live. Together, we continually work to: Inspire the Woman. Impact the World. Learn more at alphagammadelta.org.